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Wrights’ exploits inspire exhibit with
lofty aims
Sunday, August 31, 2003

Christopher A . Yates
FOR THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

Organized in response to the 100
th anniversary of Orville and
Wilbur Wright’s invention of the
airplane,  "Imagining Flight"
explores flight as artistic
metaphor.

Refusing to simply illustrate
aspects of aviation,  the 12
Dayton-area artists represented
offer broad interpretations of the
theme. Curated by Kay
Koeninger,  director of the
Dayton Visual Arts Center, the
show seeks to demonstrate that
"flight" is a creative state of
mind.

Though thematically linked, the
work is disparate. Walking
through the exhibition, the
viewer senses a visual
awkwardness difficult to ignore.
One problem is the inclusion of
a wide variety of artists working
in diverse mediums. Too much
diversity dilutes the power of
several pieces.

Another concern is that the show
sometimes appears to be an
advertisement for local
institutions such as the Air Force
Museum and the Dayton



Flash Video Flash Gordon Rocket
Ship by Jud Yalkut

Contemporary Dance Company.

For most of the artists, the
concept of flight is clearly
incidental rather than central to their personal visions. One of the
strongest pieces is Jud Yalkut’s Flash Video Flash Gordon Rocket
Ship. Functioning as a component of a video installation, the
centrally located "rocket ship" sits between two wall-mounted,
companion pieces — Flash Video I and Flash Crash Video.
Embedded within the rocket are two video monitors running clips
from the 1930s Flash Gordon scifi movie serials. With humor and an
eye toward an ever-evolving perception of technology, Yalkut edits
the video,  adding special effects with implied commentary. As
viewers examine the rocket, black-and-white video monitors display
their motions on the two companion pieces. Ominously tilted, the
images on the monitors suggest that Ming the Merciless might be
watching. Another strong piece is Yasue Sakaoka’s Untitled (Origami
Installation). Consisting of six folded paper banners, the work
suggests progressive movement.  On a purely emotive level,  this
piece gracefully speaks to the exhibit’s theme.

Diane Fitch’s paintings of displaycase installations at the Air Force
Museum are evocative and a bit ominous.  To appreciate her work
fully, one must consider the title of each piece. Though the subject
seems innocuous, a title such as Gays in the Military makes the
viewer consider larger societal issues.

Presenting aerial or rooftop views of Dayton, Jean Koeller’s
paintings offer unique city perspectives.  She elevates the anonymous,
making sites such as Junkyard I worthy of consideration. Though her
imagery is strong, her technique is sometimes lacking.  She uses a
similar brush stroke throughout her work — regardless of spatial
location or material form.

Ron Kaplan’s reproductions of "noseart emblems" from WWII
aircraft are historically interesting but far removed from context.
Separated from actual aircraft, pieces such as Shoo Shoo Shoo Baby
lose historic, cultural and personal meaning.  In the form presented,
they could hang on any "Americana" restaurant wall.

Though selected as the exhibition’s signature piece, Katherine
Kadish’s Icarus is weak compared with her monotypes. Her color is
confident and resolved in her prints. Aerial View 5 uses simple bands
of color to imply aerial views and distant vistas.

Using images of birds and insects,  Diane Stemper focuses on flight as
instinct in her artist’s books. Books such as Final Flight are
compelling yet difficult to appreciate while encased. Her work



demands to be touched and considered.

Other works in the exhibition include quilts by Mary Borkowski and
Anne Hubler, drawings by Ray Must, a performance by Will Davis
and photographs by Andy Snow.

One hundred years ago,  the Wright brothers made the age-old dream
of flight a reality. That moment changed the world. Though we take
jets and airplanes for granted, flight as a spiritual, physical and
emotional journey remains a source of artistic vision.

• ‘‘Imagining Flight: Explorations by Dayton Artists" continues
through Oct.  19 at the Riffe Gallery, 77 S. High St. Hours: 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Tuesdays, 10 a.m.  to 5:30 p.m. Wednesdays through
Fridays, and noon to 4 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays. Call
614-644-9624 or visit www.riffegallery.org.
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Memphis Belle by Ron Kaplan

Astronauts by Diane Fitch, from
the exhibit "Imagining Flight:
Explorations by Dayton Artists"

Icarus by Katherine Kadish

Lofty creations
Works capture dream and reality of flight

Monday, July 21, 2003

By Bill Mayr THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

Imagination comes before creation.  That’s true
of inventors — and artists. ‘‘Imagining Flight:
Explorations by Dayton Artists" will bring to
the Columbus area the centennial celebration of
the Wright Brothers flights. The exhibition will
open Thursday in the Riffe Gallery, run by the
Ohio Arts Council.  Flight is taken seriously in
Dayton. The city has an abiding pride in the
Wrights: The annual Dayton Air Show, which
ended yesterday, is a big civic event; the
massive Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,  with
about 22,000 workers,  is one of the largest U.S.
Air Force operations. Such interest serves as a
backdrop and jumping-off place for
contemporary creations. ‘‘Flight does play a
role in Dayton-area art," said Kay Koeninger,
who organized the show as executive director of
the Dayton Visual Arts Center. "It’s not
airplanes, per se, but the conception of flight."

The pieces by 12 artists cover the gamut of art
forms — paintings, sculptural works,  books,
fiber, audio and video.

"I defined the theme very loosely because I
think that makes it a more interesting show,"
Koeninger said.

The exhibit features images of airplanes but also
references to the destruction sometimes wrought
by military aircraft and to the flight undertaken
by birds and insects — as well as the dreams of
flight that humans have long held.

Katherine Kadish of Yellow Springs painted her
version of Icarus,  the mythological figure who
flew too close to the sun.

"The Icarus theme always just touched me so hard — the idea of that yearning that
everyone has to see more, to explore more, to take chances," Kadish said. "I’ve had
a lot of dreams about flight. I’ve always had them — dreams where my body is
flying.



"Every time I fly in a plane, I always take a window seat and look down on the
landscape."

Three of her paintings look like imaginary aerial views.

Yasue Sakaoka, a Columbus resident who teaches art in Dayton, might work in just
the right medium for the show: She created an airy, soaring sculptural piece from
paper — an image of flying birds or flying Wrights.

Meanwhile, Diane Fitch takes a more somber view in a series of paintings of the Air
Force Museum.

The museum draws memories "from a recurring nightmare I had as a child during
the Cuban missile crisis," said Fitch, an art professor at Wright State University.

The 6½-foot Flash Video by Jud Yalkut harks back to the space dreams of the 1930s
Flash Gordon era.

To the video artist, flight means "the whole visionary thing — getting away from the
mundane into the upper stratosphere of thought."

"Imagining Flight" includes a work that isn’t visual.

Will Davis will perform Escape From Earth, his 20-minute spoken-word piece, at 6
p.m. Thursday, during the opening reception.

An abbreviated version will be offered on a compact-disc player in the gallery.

Davis works at the Wright State library, where he has read diaries and other writings
by Orville and Wilbur Wright.

The archives also have recordings of airplane motors from their era.

"I guess flight begins with watching . . . a bird gliding over the countryside or the
waves of an ocean — wings and wind and rhythm," Davis says on his recording.

Excerpts from the Wrights’ writings are spoken; in the background,  a primitive
motor coughs and sputters to life, then picks up speed.

Imagination takes flight.

bmayr@dispatch.com 
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A work by Yasue Sakaoka on
display in the Riffe Gallery.

Let your creativity soar in kite workshop
at gallery
Wednesday, August 27, 2003

One hundred years ago,  two
brothers from Dayton turned
their dream of flying into a
reality.

Orville and Wilbur Wright first
had to imagine flight before they
could build an airplane that
would make it possible.

Artists are doing the same thing 
— imagining what they are
going to create — before they
actually create it. Because flight
intrigues people, it’s no surprise that artists are inspired by it.

Today, Dayton (75 miles west of Columbus) is home to a rich flight
heritage because of the Wright brothers’ legacy and the presence of
the U.S. Air Force Museum and Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.  As
a result,  artists from western Ohio often use flight themes in their
work.

In addition to paintings or sculptures of planes, spaceships and birds,
some artists’ creations are based on what they imagine flying to be
like. It may be photographs of dancers soaring through the air, a
painting of how the Earth looks from miles above or even a poem or
song about the meaning of flight. One Ohio artist, Yasue Sakaoka,
uses an art form called origami from her native Japan to conjure
images of flight. Origami is a Japanese word that means to fold (oru)
paper (kami). Sakaoka’s folded paper sculptures bring to mind a
flock of graceful birds floating through the air.

Can you think of any other origami art that makes you think of
flying?

How about kites? You can learn how to create origami kites with



Sakaoka at the Ohio Arts Council’s Riffe Gallery from 2 to 4 p.m.
Sept. 28.

As part of the exhibit ‘‘Imagining Flight: Explorations by Dayton
Artists," Sakaoka will teach children and their parents how to let their
artistic expression soar. Working in child/parent teams, visitors will
create flyable kites using traditional origami methods. Admission is
free.

The Riffe Gallery is located in the Riffe Center, 77 S. High St.,
Downtown.

For more information on the exhibit, which runs through Oct.  19,
call the Riffe Gallery at 614-644-9624 or visit www.riffegallery.org.

Sources: Information for Culture Creature was provided by the Ohio
Arts Council’s Riffe Gallery, in cooperation with the Columbus Arts
Marketing Association.
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